
1) Renaming a character “Melanie Warn” in this video game will make them happier and less likely to
vandalize things. Entertainers in this game default to appearing as pandas but can also be tigers or
elephants without R&D upgrades. The first level in this game, Forest Frontiers, only requires (*) 250
guests after one year, and has no pre-programmed crashes, unlike Bumbly Beach, or several Corkscrew
Follies expansion levels. Marcos Vos beat a level of this game with only one Merry-Go-Round, partly with
the help of good bathrooms and janitors. For 10 points, name this video game named for a theme park ride.
ANSWER: Roller Coaster Tycoon [Accept RCT] <Brad>

2) The penultimate episode of Masters of Horror is named for this character, who was a cannibal who
made a fork out of human bones. In The Super Mario Super Show, Mario and Luigi turn their home
into a boarding house, and advertise it by saying that this (*) character slept there, causing him to come
back and haunt them. This character is portrayed by David Morse on the HBO John Adams miniseries, and
in that role, he serves as a colonel in charge of the Continental Army. For 10 points, name this former
president who's often depicted in cartoons chopping down cherry trees.
ANSWER: George Washington <Brad>

3) Rob Gronkowski used this object to try to bunt a pitch from Julian Edelman at the Red Sox season
opener, resulting in a large baseball-sized dent. This object stayed in Baltimore as part of the legal
settlement for the “Midnight Mayflower” relocation and Pete Rozelle (*) sketched the original design
for this object on the back of a cocktail napkin. In 2021, Tom Brady drunkenly hurled this object onto
another boat over Tampa Bay, saved once again by Cameron Bate. For 10 points, name this trophy that’s
awarded to the Super Bowl winning team each year.
ANSWER: Lombardi Trophy <Brad>

4) One song of this album originally had its title taken from an excerpt from Egyptian writer Nawal El
Saadawi's book Woman at Point Zero. On this album, Nicki Minaj raps over a reggae influenced beat
that “This the new style with the fresh type of flow/Wrist icicle, ride dick bicycle.” The title track of
this album includes a chorus that “Somethin' (*) 'bout, somethin' 'bout, somethin' 'bout you/Makes me
wanna do things that I shouldn't.” For 10 points, name this 2016 Ariana Grande album with the track “Side
to Side,” which features her in a Super Bunny costume on the cover.
ANSWER: Dangerous Woman

5) Hemingway created a drink that combined this substance and champagne, which he called “Death in
the Afternoon.” This drink is combined with orgeat, egg, and cream in a namesake “Suissesse” that is
sometimes considered a breakfast drink in (*) New Orleans. This substance has occasionally been
colored pink with hibiscus, and the traditional French way of consuming this substance involves dripping
ice water over a sugar cube on a namesake spoon. This wormwood, anise, and fennel-based liquor is
traditionally used in a Sazerac. For 10 points, name this Swiss liquor that contains thujone, which was often
claimed to cause psychosis, a bright-green drink.
ANSWER: Absinthe <Brad>

6) This character met his girlfriend Zita Flores, and defeated the Wraithmaster in Everlot to impress
her. John Cena supposedly gave up on acting after a failed audition to voice this character. This
character was portrayed by Sean Giambrone in a 2019 live-action film. This regular at the (*) Bueno
Nacho created the Naco, or Nacho Taco. Will Friedle voiced this character who plays the game Zombie
Mayhem. This character owns a naked mole-rat named Rufus who helps this character save the world. For
10 points, name this sidekick of Kim Possible.
ANSWER: Ron Stoppable [accept either] <Brad>



7) A single by this band says “June bug skipping like a stone/With the headlights pointed at the dawn,”
and its music video follows a teen in a Dodge Charger around Chicago. One single by this band
declared “Now I'm naked, nothing but (*) an animal/But can you fake it, for just one more show?”
before declaring to be like a certain trapped animal, despite “all my rage.” For 10 points, name this band
whose album Mellon Collie and the Infinite Sadness contains songs like “1979,” and “Bullet with Butterfly
Wings,” as sung by Billy Corgan.
ANSWER: Smashing Pumpkins <Brad>

8) Including former stars Anna Q. Nilsson and Buster Keaton, A game of bridge in this film goes on
shortly before the protagonist has his car towed. One man in this film admits to passing on Gone With
the Wind, rhetorically asking “Who wants to see a Civil War picture?” A women in this film, who
wrote a terrible adaptation of (*) Salome, has her estate compared to that of Miss Havisham’s. That
washed-up actress in this film says “I am big, it’s the pictures that got small.” For 10 points, name this film
that begins with the homicide unit finding Joe Gillis’ body floating in a pool.
ANSWER: Sunset Boulevard

9) This team’s Triple-A affiliate, The Sound, is the oldest professional team in Nashville. In June of
2021, this team lost to the Dodgers 12-1 the night before beating the Dodgers 12-1, in a win that saw
three home runs from Isiah Kiner-Falefa. Jon (*) Gray and José Leclerc are pitchers on this team that
currently employs Corey Seager and Marcus Seimen. The Los Angeles Angels poached this team’s player
Josh Hamilton and the Yankees took Alex Rodriguez from this team. For 10 points, name this baseball team
found in Arlington.
ANSWER: Texas Rangers [accept either] <Brad>

10) A card game with this name is a type of trick-taking game from Germany that has Unters of Acorns
and Leaves as its highest number. “Wouldn’t You Gag Me with a Spoon” is the opening line of a song
from an album with this name, “California (*) English.” That album with this name prompted a lawsuit
after Rostam found and purchased a polaroid of a model on Flickr titled “New York 1983.” The
popularization of the Konami Code can be attributed to a game with this name, with it giving 30 extra lives.
For 10 points, give this name shared by an NES game and the second Vampire Weekend album.
ANSWER: Contra [Accept Kontraspiel]

11) In 2017, this athlete’s wife claimed that he’d thrown away all of his trophies except for the U.S. Open.
In 2003, this man won his only Grand Slam by defeating Juan Carlos Ferrero, and lost four Grand
Slam finals to (*) Roger Federer. Ivo Karlović broke this man’s record for the fastest serve ever. This man
became the first male tennis player to host SNL. This athlete announced his retirement after the 2012 U.S.
Open. For 10 points, name this most recent American to be named World’s #1, nicknamed "A-Rod."
ANSWER: Andy Roddick <Brad>

12) This film character explained his philosophy of war by saying “You go from point A to point B.
Sometimes, you spill a little beer along the way.” This character once said that the only people you
can trust in life is millionaire’s kids, regardless of whether they’re (*) Irish or Catholic. This character
asks his eventual assassin if he paints houses, that being Frank Sheeran. For 10 points, name this character
played by Al Pacino in The Irishman, a teamster leader whose real-life counterpart is apocryphally buried
at The Meadowlands.
ANSWER: Jimmy Hoffa [accept either] <Brad>



13) A band from this nation released a cover of “Dance Yrself Clean” as a follow-up to their EP where
every song is titled for a fruit. That band is Soaked Oats. Local Pauly Fuemana talk-sings lines about
Chevy Impalas and being pulled over by cops while a chorus of women repeat the line “Every time I
look around” in an international hit from this nation, “How (*) Bizarre.” While founded in Melbourne,
band members of Crowded House like Neil Finn are in fact from this nearby nation. FTP, name this home
naton of the pop artist Lorde.
ANSWER: New Zealand

14) This company’s 2006 catalog featured an anvil on the cover and its back cover asks readers to look
over their products with “open minds and open checkbooks.” This company’s “Leg Muscle
Vitamins” supposedly helped one person outrun a (*) truck, and this company produced a short-lived set
of explosive tennis balls. In a short comic, this company’s salesperson is Bugs Bunny in a disguise, hinting
at why none of their products ever work. For 10 points, name this company that Wile E. Coyote purchases
his products from to catch the Roadrunner, a company that shares its name with many real companies.
ANSWER: ACME Corporation <Brad>

15) While ruling out books he could be in, Professor Jules Hibert says “we know you aren’t” this literary
figure to Harold Crick in Stranger than Fiction. Ethan Hawke appeared as this figure in a
modernization by Michael Almereyda, where he is portrayed as a film student. Georges Méliès
[[meh-lee-AY]] directed the first long form film titled for this character, and a Victorian (*) setting
surrounds Kenneth Branagh’s depiction of this man. For 10 points, name this character, who in one film is
introduced by a Laurence Olivier monologue, a tragic Shakespearian figure from Denmark.
ANSWER: Prince Hamlet

16) A song titled for this man on the album Wildflower says “[this man] has the perfect voice to sing
Calypso,” and it features both MF Doom and Danny Brown. This man titles a CAKE song that says
this man “sings of stormy (*) weather/the flies and spiders get along together.” Logic called himself this
man in a mixtape subtitled Welcome to Forever, while Jay -Z called himself the “young” this man in
“Empire State of Mind.” For 10 points, name this Rat Pack member and singer of “Fly Me to the Moon.”
ANSWER: Frank Sinatra [Accept Frankie Sinatra]

17) The “plot” of Yoshi Story is to recover one of these items from Baby Bowser. In Super Mario
Sunshine, Pianta Village is centered around a giant one of these things. Super Mario 3D World
features the “Super Bell” version of these objects. In Paper Mario and the Thousand Year Door, the
Punies and Jabbies live in one of these things. In Super Mario 64, (*) Hoot hides in one of these things
and sometimes you can get a 1-up by climbing one of these things and doing a handstand. For 10 points,
name these plants with trunks and roots.
ANSWER: Tree <Brad>

18) *Description Acceptable* In St. Vincent’s portion of XX, her character, Mary, employs this strategy on
her husband who, is in a panda suit throughout their daughter’s birthday party. In Borderlands 2
DLC, a man named Shade does this with all the other inhabitants of Oasis. This plot is used on an old
man by Dennis and Dee to get him out of the (*) room, with him asking Dennis to “not throw him in the
trash.” For 10 points, name this scheme done by Larry Wilson and Richard Parker after their boss is
assassinated in a 1989 film.
ANSWER: Weekend at Bernie-ing [Accept controlling a Corpse(s) pretending it is Alive; substitute
unconscious person in place of a “Dead Person”]



19) [Action AND item required]
In “Episode 13 0’Clock,” after a man is killed for this object, some villains do this action with this
thing, and become statues when they lose this thing, in Friday the 13th. In an episode of The Twilight
(*) Zone, a man accidentally traps himself in a bank vault, after doing this thing with this item, and breaks
it. “In Treehouse of Horror XIV,” Bart and Milhouse wedgie the pope after doing this thing but pay the
price when they break this item. For 10 points, name this action and item, staying in a moment with a
magic time-keeping device.
ANSWER: Freezing Time with a Stopwatch [prompt on partial answers][If there’s any confusion, that’s
the 80’s TV show Friday the 13, not the movie franchise]<Brad>

20) Maria Eriksson released a book titled for the teardown of this website, resulting in this website trying
to shut down Eriksson’s research funding. In 2021, this website purchased the app maker Betty Labs
and in 2020 acquired The Ringer from Bill Simmons. (*) Students get this website’s “premium” version
for $4.99, which allows an infinite number of skips in auto-made playlists like “Your Top Songs 2020” or
“Discover Weekly.” For 10 points, name this music streaming website symbolized by a green circle with
three lines, that claims its name is a combination of “spot” and “identify.”
ANSWER: Spotify <Brad>



1) In this film, the landlord Victor Velasco has an affinity for the fictional dish called knichi and is set-up with
Ethel Banks. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Neil Simon written adaptation of his own play where Corie Bratter, a free-spirit, has marital
issues with the uptight lawyer Paul, played by Robert Redford.
ANSWER: Barefoot in the Park
[10] This actress plays Corrie. She later was de facto blacklisted from Hollywood after visiting the North
Vietnamese Army, and made a killing in the 80s with her workout tapes.
ANSWER: Jane Fonda
[10] This other actress refused the role of Corrie due to wanting a break from acting. Her husband Robert
Wagner was recently named a person of interest in her death that occurred multiple decades prior.
ANSWER: Natalie Wood

2) This group was paid to very poorly replicate an alien experiment in one episode. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this group, in part, made up of a chocolate heir played by Julio Torres, that also includes the
quirky and aloof Tati.
ANSWER: Los Espookys
[10] Julio Torres claimed “he had” to have his hair this color for filming Los Espookys. A tv show with this
color in the name stars David Caruso and Jimmy Smits as policemen.
ANSWER: Blue [Accept N.Y.P.D Blue]
[10] The aforementioned Julio Torres wrote the sketch depicting this woman’s namesake “moments.” He
chose to stop writing that sketch after she wore the jacket “I don’t really care, do u?” to the US border with
the President.
ANSWER: Melania Trump

3) She’s found Thor’s Hammer, Excalibur, and The Nightmare Stone. She’s everything Indiana Jones thinks
he is. Name a few things about her for 10 points each;
[10] This archeologist was played by Angelina Jolie in 2001 and 2003, though her most famous iteration
may have been with Shelley Blond. She was created by Toby Gard.
ANSWER: Lara Croft [accept either]
[10] Like Indiana Jones, Croft has recovered this Nazi-melting Biblical artifact. Unlike Jones, she keeps it
in her home, right by the front door.
ANSWER: Ark of the Covenant
[10] Croft has conflicted with a father and son who share this last name. One sells weapons to the
government through a namesake industry, the other walks with a cane after an accident involving The Iris
in Egypt.
ANSWER: Von Croy <Brad>

4) This is a bonus on the AFC Champions League, because Asian Football needs JCD representation. For 10
points each:
[10] Clubs from this nation are the most successful, including the Pohang Steelers, Ulsan Hyundai, and
Busan IPark.
ANSWER: South Korea
[10] This Iranian team lost the 2018 edition of the AFC Champions League to the Kashima Antlers. This
team shares its name with a Marjane Satrapi graphic novel set in Tehran.
ANSWER: Persepolis F.C.
[10] Another successful club in this decade has been from this city named, in part, for Evergrande. They
recently acquired Paulinho from Barcelona and are partly owned by Alibaba.
ANSWER: Guangzhou Evergrande Taobao F.C.



5) On an episode of Song Exploder, the artist of this song explains she had to speak to not lose her British
accent while saying lines like “ I'm feeling so electric, dance my ass off.” For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2020 pop song with lines referencing the “Milky Way” and getting “lost on Mars,” possibly
in reference to an album cover that depicts a pop singer in a car in space hurtling past Earth’s moon.
ANSWER: “Levitating”
[10] “Levitating” can be found on this pop album that included singles like “Don’t Start Now” and
“Physical.” It later received a “Club” remix by Marea Stamper.
ANSWER: Future Nostalgia
[10] “Levitating” by Dua Lipa makes use of this musical hardware invented by Bosko Kante over Dua’s rap
portion.
ANSWER: Talkbox

6) Name some things about the only thing I care about anymore. Someone please help. For 10 points each;
[10] This substance, often known as “horse” or “smack,” is usually sold as a white powder on the east
coast, but as a black tar-like substance in the west. Sometimes, methadone is prescribed to help quitters stop
this stuff.
ANSWER: Heroin
[10] This is the nickname of a cocktail of cocaine and heroin, powerful enough that it gave Slash a heart
attack. There are like 60 names for it but the most common one sounds like something pitcher Nolan Ryan
might deliver.
ANSWER: Speedball [or powerball]
[10] Methaqualone was formerly sold under this brand name though it was often called “soaps” or
“mandrakes” in club scenes. Amazingly, it was originally an anti-malarial drug, until it was made a
schedule I drug in 1984.
ANSWER: Quaalude [or Mandrax] <Brad>

7) One woman in this occupation named Cassidy helps guide Mickey Rourke’s character in The Wrestler in
his attempts to reconnect with his daughter. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this occupation that Halley works in at the beginning of The Florida Project, but that later
denegrates into full-blown prostitution.
ANSWER: Stripping
[10] Rose McGowan plays a stripper named Cherry Darling in the film Planet Terror by Robert Rodriguez,
which makes up one half of this anthology film with Tarantino’s Death Proof.
ANSWER: Grindhouse
[10] Middle-Aged steelworkers from Sheffield turn to stripping after their plant closes in this British film.
It earned Anne Dudley an Oscar for Best Musical Score - Musical or Comedy.
ANSWER: The Full Monty

8) Kenny Chesney openly criticized this genre’s depiction of women, saying “anytime anybody [in this genre]
sings about a woman, she’s in cutoff jeans, drinking and on a tailgate.” For 10 points each:
[10] Name this subgenre of Country that first hit the mainstream with the song “Cruise.” Other artists
having this label applied to them in the early and mid 2010s include Jason Aldean and Luke Bryan.
ANSWER: Bro-Country
[10] “Cruise,” the quintessential bro country song, is by this country duo named for two bordering states.
ANSWER: Florida-Georgia Line



[10] Possibly the coolest thing Florida-Georgia Line has done is temporarily ban law enforcement
backstage after police brutality allegations came out of this state, the home of country musicians Trace
Adkins and Hank Williams Jr.
ANSWER: Louisiana

9) As we get ready to pretend we care about the 2022 Winter Olympics, let’s reminisce and pretend we care
about the 2018 Olympics, for 10 points each;
[10] The Olympics were won by this country, who netted 14 Gold and 39 total medals. This European
country was helped by Russian’s nominal ban from the games.
ANSWER: Norway
[10] This 47 year old ski jumper became the first person to compete in 8 Winter Olympics games. He was
his nation’s flag bearer at the 2012 games, but has only won one silver in individual games.
ANSWER: Noriaki Kasai
[10] The 2018 Olympics were held in this South Korean city that changed its name, capitalizing a middle
letter, because idiot white people kept confusing it with the capital of North Korea.
ANSWER: PyeongChang <Brad>

10) JCD got postponed by three years because of the pandemic. But we weren’t the only ones. Name some
other events that were felled by COVID for 10 points each;
[10] More than a quarter million people, including Frank Ocean and Rage Against the Machine, were
forced to change travel plans when this music festival got rescheduled. No word on Tupac’s ghost though.
ANSWER: Coachella
[10] This annual video game convention was expected to happen in Los Angeles that June. Subtitled
“Everyone Plays,” it was expected to have nearly 70,000 gamers who weren’t playing in 2020.
ANSWER: E3 [or Electronic Entertainment Expo]
[10] The 2020 Arctic Winter Games were supposed to be held in this city, but they were sadly cancelled.
This city is the only incorporated city in its territory.
ANSWER: Whitehorse, Yukon <Brad>

11) Name some basketball players who won the NBA Finals MVP without ever winning an actual MVP, for 10
points each;
[10] This small-forward won a Finals MVP with the Spurs and another with the Raptors, without ever
nabbing a true MVP. He spends most of his time not caring about that, taking on the league with the
Clippers.
ANSWER: Kawhi Leonard
[10] Nicknamed “Mr. Big Shot,” this man won the Finals MVP with the Pistons in 2004. He played for 7
teams in his 17 seasons, but the Pistons were the only one to retire his number. It’s neither Wallace, you’re
welcome.
ANSWER: Chauncey Billups
[10] This Hall of Fame Celtic won the 1976 Finals MVP. He won a pair of rings with the Celtics, starting
every game for 5 straight years. He was inducted into the Hall in 2015, 44 years after his retirement.
ANSWER: Jo Jo White <Brad>

12) Given a list of films, name the collaborating duo present in all of them. For 10 points each:
[10] The Gay Divorcee; Swing Time; Shall We Dance?
ANSWER: Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire
[10] La La Land; Crazy, Stupid, Love; Gangster Squad
ANSWER: Emma Stone and Ryan Gosling



[10] Double Wedding; Manhattan Melodrama; The Thin Man
ANSWER: William Powell & Myrna Loy

13) Name some of the best game-winning plays in sports history for the designated number of points each;
[10] Jack Buck shouted “Go crazy folks, go crazy” after Ozzie Smith hit an NLCS winning home run for
this team in 1985. They went on to lose to a cross-state team that plays in Kauffman Stadium
ANSWER: St. Louis Cardinals [accept either]
[10] This athlete scored in game 4 in the 1970 Stanley Cup Finals to score a Cup-winning overtime goal,
over the St. Louis Blues. This athlete’s goal is often called “The Flight.”
ANSWER: Bobby Orr
[10] Joe Montana hit John Taylor to win Super Bowl XXIII over the Bengals, while Jerry Rice won Super
Bowl MVP for this team.
ANSWER: San Francisco 49ers [accept either] <Brad>

14) Name some of the movies directed by Terry Gilliam. Sorry Daniel, none of them are going to be Monty
Python. For 10 points each;
[10] This movie stars Sam Lowry, who becomes an enemy of the state after a long series of events starting
with a fly landing on a photocopier, causing the death of Archibald Buttle.
ANSWER: Brazil
[10] This bizarre 1988 movie stars a 19th century nobleman who takes a balloon trip to the moon and is
killed by the Angel of Death, or so he says.
ANSWER: The Adventures of Baron Munchausen
[10] This movie follows Raoul Duke and Dr. Gonzo as they travel to a certain Nevada city. It’s based on a
Hunter Tompson novel and, most importantly, features a cameo by Gary Busey.
ANSWER: Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas <Brad>

15) Let’s talk about the transitionary period between peak Hair Metal and the beginning of Grunge. For 10
points each:
[10] Name this Welsh band that had three hits in 1990 from the album Change. Their better songs came in
the mid 1980s, like “Sixty Eight Guns” and “The Stand”
ANSWER: The Alarm
[10] This band had multiple hits in 1990 with “My Head’s in Mississippi” and “Doubleback.” This band,
known for their long beards, have earlier hits like “Gimme All Your Lovin’” and “Legs.”
ANSWER: ZZ Top
[10] 1990 also saw a hit for this Australian band in the track “Suicide Blonde,” supposedly inspired by
Michael Hutchence’s girlfriend Kylie Minogue dying her hair blonde for the film The Deliquents.
ANSWER: INXS [pronounced “In Excess”]

16) Give some video game franchises from their final bosses for 10 points each;
[10] This series has had final bosses like Finalhazard, Devil Doom, and Void, two of whom are put away by
Shadow. This series has other characters like Amy Rose and Big the Cat.
ANSWER: Sonic the Hedgehog
[10] Mr. Dream became the final boss of this video game after its original titular baddie was dropped from
the franchise by Nintendo.
ANSWER: Mike Tyson’s Punch Out
[10] Zanza the Architect is the final boss in the first game of this series. He created the worlds of both
games in the series.
ANSWER: Xenoblade Chronicles <Brad>



17) Name an assortment of “points” in different board games, for 10 points each;
[10] This is the point value for Z and Q in Scrabble, worth 2 more than X or J.
ANWER: 10
[10] In Yahtzee, a Yahtzee is worth this many points, or 10 per die. It’s worth twice as much as a Full
House.
ANSWER: 50
[10] Most Stratego versions released since 2000 place the Marshall as being worth 10 points, the Spy being
worth 1, and the captain being worth this many.
ANSWER: 7 <Brad>

18) This man wrote all of the pirates’ insults on The Secret of Monkey Island, and created that awful TV show
Extinct. Name some things about him for 10 points each;
[10] This great-great-grandson of Brigham Young wrote the script for The Joseph Smith Story and The
Animated Book of Mormon after finding success with his best known novels.
ANSWER: Orson Scott Card
[10] Card is best known for this novel that sees Andrew Wiggin fight aliens known as “buggers.” Very
subtle, Mormon. The 2013 movie adaptation starred Asa Butterfield and Harrison Ford.
ANSWER: Ender’s Game
[10] This sequel to Ender’s Game takes place 3,000 years later, but has the same characters. Because
Mormon’s maybe? It follows the lives of the Pequeninos in the Lusitania colony.
ANSWER: Speaker for the Dead <Brad>

19) In its 41st season, sitting at 613 episodes, this reality show is going to be the last one voted off the island.
For 10 points each;
[10] This show features a group of people, simulated like they’re stranded on a deserted island with nothing
but some rice and $40 million in television cameras. People endure challenges and get eliminated at Tribal
Councils.
ANSWER: Survivor
[10] The first Tribal Council had a rule that each person must hold this object in order to be allowed to
speak, but that rule was scrapped when Jeff Probst felt bored standing and listening.
ANSWER: A Conch Shell
[10] Jeff Probst nearly lost the job of hosting to this man, who now hosts The Amazing Race.
ANSWER: Phil Keoghan <Brad>

20) Name some important moments in television history for 10 points each;
[10] A 1960 one of these events, the first to be nationally televised, tipped the scales strongly in favor of a
young senator from Massachusetts, though people who listened on the radio preferred a former
vice-president.
ANSWER: Presidential Debate [prompt on partial answer]
[10] The 1954 Tournament of Roses Parade, before the Rose Bowl, was the first nationally televised event
to have this characteristic.
ANSWER: Being in Color
[10] In 1941, Bulova sponsored this event for $9. 4,000 people watched this event during a game between
the Phillies and Dodgers.
ANSWER The First Commercial <Brad>

21) It’s on the web. It’s a comic. Name some things about a webcomic for 10 points each;



[10] This comic mostly uses stick figures, and often tries to explain sciency things at the lay-level. Its
author published the books What If? and How To in this comic’s art style.
ANSWER: xkcd
[10] This 2015 xkcd-affiliated book bills itself as “Complicated Stuff in Simple Words.” It attempts to
explain complicated subjects with the 1,000 most common words in English.
ANSWER: Thing Explainer
[10] This former NASA scientist wrote Thing Explainer and draws xkcd. He’s a periodic columnist for the
New York Times’s science section.
ANSWER: Randall Munroe <Brad>

22) Ogden Nash once said “Neither Yankees nor years/Can halt his attack” about this manager. For 10 points:
[10] Name this manager with a losing record all-time of 3,731-3,948, who coached the Athletics for fifty
years and five World Series wins.
ANSWER: Connie Mack
[10] He coached this player, known as “The Georgia Peach,” in his final season in the MLB. This player,
better known for his time with the Detroit Tigers, has the highest batting average of all time.
ANSWER: Ty Cobb
[10] This manager said Mack had "a big white elephant on his hands" with the Athletics. This manager,
known as “Little Napoleon,” took a risk on Jim Thorpe, who turned out to be a bust because he couldn’t hit
a curve.
ANSWER: John McGraw


